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DOCUMENTATION FOR THE MACHINE-REAnABLE. VERSION
OF THE
YALE CATALOGUE OF THE POSITIONS AND PROPER,+tnIONS OF
STARS BETWEEN DECLINATIONS -60 0 AND -700
(FALLON 1983)
ABSTRACT
A detailed description of the machine-readahle, character-coded version of tha
catalog, as it is currently heing distrihtited from the Astronomical nata CPn-
tPr(AnC), is given. The format and data provided in the magnetic tape varsinn
differ somewhat from those of the puhlished catalog, which was alsn prndiirPd
from a tape prepared at the AnC. The primary catalog data are positinns and
proper motions (equinox 1950.0) for 14597 stars.
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SECTION 1 - INTRontICTION AND SOURCE RF.FERFNCF
The original plans for the South p rn Yale Zone catalogs wp rp to rpohs p rvp and
d p rivp strpngthened positions and proper motions for all stars in the zones
-30° to -50° and -FO° to -90°. Having hpp n delayed by an incredihl p numnp r of
misfortunes, the zone -FO* to -70° has now hi-en puhlished (Fallon 1QR3). Rnth 	 i
the new puhlica*.inn and this tape are has pd on a hinny tape prpparpd by F. W.	 I
Fallon, who completed the reduction of the measurements made at Yale some
years earlier. In addition to the data in the published catalog, this file
lists the numbers of the plates measured fnr each star.
This document describes the machine-readahle Yale rataloque of the Positions
and Proper motione of Stare Between Declinations -600 and -700 . It rnjtlinps
the procedures used to produce this tape from the hinary version prepar pd by
Fallon and is intended to enahle users to read and process the data withrn,t
problems and guesswork. A copy of this document should he transmitt pd to any
recipient of the machine-readahle catalog originating from the Astronomical
data Center.
SOURCF. REFERFNCF.




SECTION 2 - TAPE CONTENTS
A byte-by-hyte description of the contents of the machine-readahle Yale
Catalogue of the Positions and Proper Motions of Stare Between Declinations -600
and -70 0 is given in Table 1. A suggested Fortran format specification for
reading each data field is included and can he modified depending Ripon
individual programming requirements (Fortran 77 character string-type formats
are used); however, caution is advised when substituting format specifications,
since some data fields contain character data and others are hl,snk when data are
absent. Particular care is required for the photometric data (magnitudes and
color indices) where valid zero values can exist, but where fields may be hlank
for nonexistent data and where precision can vary within the same field. It is
safest to buffer in records in an unformatted mode or read them with character
(A) formats and test for blank data fields before processing with numerical
formats for calculations and/or search purposes. For such fields, primary
numerical format specifications are given to indicate decimal-point locations,
while alternate A-type formats are specified in parentheses. Default (null)
values are always blanks in data fields for which primary suggested formats are
given as A.









1- 5	 --- I5 Serial	 number.
6	 --- Al ---	 Sign of declination zone in the Cape
Photographic Durchmusterunq (CPO,
Gill	 and Kapteyn	 1896).	 (Always
minus.)
7- 8	 --- A2 ---	 CPD	 Zone.	 If	 this	 field	 is	 hlank,
the star is not
	
in the CPO.	 The
numher	 in	 hytes 4-13	 is	 then the
number of the star
	 in	 the ,.ape
Photographic Cataloque (CPC, Stny
1966).
9- 13	 --- I5 ---	 The numher in the nM	zone or in the
r. PC .
14- 15	 hours I2 ---	 Right	 ascension,	 a,	 for equinox
1950.0 and epoch	 given	 in hytes
34-4n.
16- 17	 min I2 ---	 a
















24	 ---	 Al	 ---	 Sign of declination, t,, for Pgiiinnx
1950.0 and given opoch.
25- 26 I2 --- d
,1- 28 I2 --- 6	 i{
29- 33 F5.2 --- 6
34- 40 years F7.2 --- Epoch for position.
41- 47 sec F7.4 (A7) hlank
t
Annual	 proper motion,.
48- 53 F6.3 (A6) hlank Annual	 proper motion,	 ice.
54- 59 F6.3 (A6) blank
i
Annual	 proper motion,
60- 63 maq F4.1 (A6) hlank Visual	 magnitude	 (see	 note	 1).
64 --- Al --- An asterisk	 indicates constructed
magnitude	 (see note 1).
65- 69 mag F5.2(A5) --- Color index	 (see note	 1).
70- 71 --- I2 --- Numher of images mPasurPd. 	 A pair
of grating images	 is	 rnuntPd as one
imago.
72- 73 --- 12 --- Numher of plates measu,ed.




measured.	 If	 the nijmher measured
is	 less	 than	 18,	 a	 zero	 fill	 is
used	 for hlank	 fields.
110 --- I1 --- Field	 star	 cndP	 (sPP	 note	 9).	 1
111 --- Al --- Proper motion	 code	 (see nntP	 3).
2-2
7Notes to Table 1
Note 1	 In most cases the visual magnitude and color index are taken
directly from the Cape Photographic Catalogue (CPC). If a visual
magnitude is not present in the CPC, it has heen derived from the
photographic magnitude and the color index. If hoth the magnitude
and the color index are missing, the magnitude was cnnstructed from
the photographic magnitude and the spectral type and byte 64 con-
tains an asterisk. If no magnitudes are given in the CPC, values
were taken from any available source of v and color index (mainly
the USNO Photoelectric Catatoque (Blanco at at. 1968). It was not
possible to distinguish missing color indices from zero values.
Note 2	 For the vast majority of stars, the positions were derived directly
in the reduction. For these stars, the field star code is "0". If
the star appears on only one plate for which no reference position
data are available, the position has hePn derived from the plate
constants for the plate no which it appears (i.e., the classical
method). For these stars, the field star code is "1".
The proper motion codes have the following meanings:
Note 3	 A - Proper motion taken directly from the CPC, hecause the star does
not occur in the La Plata catalogs. This value is given only
for convenience. It is not on the same system as the other
proper motions. It should not be used in any statistical
treatment of the material.
8 - The proper motion is derived from the difference hetween the
'tale and La Plata positions.
C - The proper motions are also derived from the difference hetween
the Yale and the La Plata positions, but the latter is a mean
of two values in overlapping zones. The epoch fnr the position
is also the mean of those for the two zones.
D - The La Plata position is from the NFK (Peters 19m, and is not
on the system of the La i)lata catalog. Thus, the proper motion
is derived frrm the NFK and Yale pnsitions.
E - The star appears on hoth Yale (1442) and Sydney (1962) plates.
The proper motion is from thF difference in pnsition hetween
these plates.
F - The proper motion is from the difference het.wePn the mean of the
Yale and Sydney positions and the La Plata position.
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SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information in Tahle 3 is sufficient for a user to descrihe the indigenoiis
characteristics of the Yale Zone CataZoq -R0° to -70° to a computer. Infnr-
mation easily varied from installation to installatinn, such as hlock size
(physical record length), Mocking factor (niimher nt logical records per 	 I
physical record), total mimher of hlocks, tape density, numher of tracks, and
internal coding (EBCDIC, ASCII, etc.) is not included. These parameters should
always be transmitted if secondary copies of the catalog are supplied to other 	 I
users or installations.
Table 3. Tape Characteristics. Yale Zone Catalogue -60 0 to -700.
NUMBER OF FILES ..................................................
	
1




T(1TAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RFrORnS ... 	 145Q7








SECTION 4 - REMARKS, MIDIFICATIONS, ACKNnWLF.DGMENTS AND REFERENCES
The Yale Zone Catalogue -60 10 to -700 was received on magnetic tape f, on the
author, who also provided a brief format description. The original tape had
been recorded in IBM binary. The following modifications were made to the
original version to produce the present data file for dissemination:
1. Certain data were clarified through discussion with Dr. Fallon, while Dr.
D. Hoffleit helped to resolve a number of other problems, e.g., distin-
guishing between zero and nonexistent proper motions. fir. Hoffleit also
supplied a list of errors that she had detected and analyzed.
2. The binary data were processed to convert them ti character-coded data for
ease of use by other computers.
3. Magnitudes were rounded to one decimal place.
4. Prnper motion codes were changed to one-hyte letter codes.
5. Positions and proper motions given in radians on the original tape were
changed to time and arc measures for right ascension and declinatinn,
respectively.
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SUTION 5 - SAMPLF. LISTING
The sample listing qiven on the following pages contains logical data records
exactly a- they are recorded o' the tape. groups of records from the hegin-
ning and Pnei of the catalog arp illustrated, The heginninq of each record and
hytes within the record are indicate+l by the column heading index acrnss the
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